Abstract: Dumb and deaf people are unable to interact with robots using a traditional human-machine interface (HMI). Lip motion is an useful way for these people to communicate with machines, even for normal people in extremely noisy environments. However, the recognition of lip motion is a difficult task since the region of interest (ROI) is nonlinear and noisy. This paper proposes a novel lip shape feature extraction method to deal with the difficulty, based on hybrid Dual-Tree Complex Wavelet Transform (DT-CWT) and Discrete Cosine Transform (DCT). The approximate shift invariance of DT-CWT is utilised to make the same lip shape have the same feature vector when the lips are in different positions in the ROI. Then, DCT is used to extract coefficients from the feature vector generated by DT-CWT, and to choose the larger coefficients to obtain the key information of lip shape and reduce the dimensions of a feature vector. The experimental results show that this method can greatly improve the accuracy of lip shape recognition, and enhance the robustness of the lip shape based HMI.
Introduction
Disabled people such as dumb and deaf people are unable to interact with robots using traditional human-machine interfaces. Lip motion is an useful way for these people to communicate with machines, even for normal people in extremely noisy environments. However, the recognition of lip motion is a difficult task since the region of interest (ROI) is nonlinear and noisy, which has attracted many researchers working on this challenge problem.
Lip motion can be recognised by its shape changing, and the lip feature extraction has traditionally been conducted by using pixel-based vision algorithms such as Discrete Cosine Transform (DCT). DCT can effectively extract the feature of ROI, and then choose the larger coefficients that contain the key lip information as the features (Martin, 2002) . Wang ,Yao and Hong (2007) proposed a new lip feature extraction approach based on hybrid DCT and PCA, in which PCA is used to reduce the dimensions of features extracted by DCT. This method improved the recognition accuracy. He, Zhang and Liu (2009) utilized hybrid DCT and LDA to abstract the lip-reading feature. DCT is performed on the visual speech region, and then the most discriminative feature vector is extracted from DCT coefficients based on LDA. This method is more effective than traditional manual DCT coefficients extraction method. While in the systems of Martin (2002) , Wang. et al (2007) and He. et al (2009) , the lip image sequence being detected in real-time are not in the same positions in ROI all the time. The features extracted by DCT would be different when the lips are in different locations of ROI, which can lead to wrong recognition.
To solve this problem, this paper proposes a lip shape feature extraction method based on hybrid DT-CWT and DCT. First, according to the approximate shift invariance of DT-CWT, DT_CWT is used to make the same lip shape have the same feature vector when the lips are in different positions in ROI. Thus, the influence that the same lip shape is recognized wrong due to the position excursion of lips in ROI can be conquered by DT-CWT. Then, DCT is used to extract DCT coefficients from the feature vector generated by DT-CWT, and the larger DCT coefficients are chosen to obtain the key information of lip shape and reduce the dimensions of its feature vector.
The rest of the paper is organised as follows. Section 2 describes DCT for lip feature abstraction. A novel lip feature extraction method based on hybrid DT-CWT and DCT is presented in Section 3. Section 4 explains three steps in lip shape recognition system: lip detection, lip shape feature extraction and lip shape recognition. Some experimental results are given in Section 5 to show the feasibility and performance of the proposed approach. Finally, a brief conclusion and potential future work is given in Section 6.
DCT lip feature extraction
DCT can describe the lip image as the sum of different amplitude and frequency of the cosine value. For an image, DCT has an important character, i.e. its important and visual information is included in a few coefficients. Assume that the feature matrix of a lip image is ( , ) f x y , its size is MN  ,and 0,1, 2,..., 1
2-D DCT can be expressed as follows (Hafiz and Shaikh, 2010) :
where 0,1, 2,..., While in the process of real-time lip detection, lips are in different position of ROI between the image sequence. The features extracted by DCT would be different for the same lip. To make up this deficiency, a novel lip shape feature extraction method based on hybrid DT-CWT and DCT is proposed in this paper. The influence that the same lip shape is recognized wrong due to the position excursion of lips in ROI can be conquered by this method.
3 Lip feature extraction method based on hybrid DT_CWT and DCT
DT_CWT
DT-CWT is primarily proposed by Kingsbury (Manseh, Biswas and Chatterji, 2006) . It is based on DWT in order to solve the problem associated with lacking of shift invariance and having poor directional selectivity. The decomposition structure of DT-CWT can be shown in Figure 1 , tree a and tree b are two orthorhombic, perfect reconstruction and mutual Hilbert transform filters. Tree a would generate the real part of the result, and tree b produces the imaginary part. The final result of DT-CWT is structured by both parts, i.e. real part and imaginary part. 
Level 4
x By structuring appropriate filters . DT-CWT has the following properties (Liu, 2010) :
 Approximate shift invariance;  Good directional selectivity in 2-D with Gabor-like filters(also true for higher dimensionality, m-D);  Perfect reconstruction (PR) using short linear-phase filters;  Limited redundancy, independent of the number of scales, 2:1 for 1-D (2m:1 for m-D);  Efficient order-N computation -only twice the simple DWT for 1-D (2m times for m-D).
Lip feature extraction method based on hybrid DT_CWT and DCT
In order to overcome the problem that the same lip shape is recognized wrong due to the position excursion of lips in ROI, the approximate shift invariance of DT-CWT is utilized. This can make the same lip shape generate the same feature vector when lips are in different positions in ROI. If an image, reconstructed from feature coefficients, is free of aliasing, we define the transform to be shift invariant at that level. This is because the absence of aliasing implies that a given sub-band has a unique z-transfer function and its impulse response is linear and time-invariant (Kingsbury, 2000) . In order to examine the shift invariant properties of DT-CWT, we did comparative experiments through DT-CWT and DWT respectively. Figure 2 is the target image of a lip, and the comparison results of shift invariance between DT-CWT and DWT is shown in Figure 3 , in which only half of each wavelet image is shown in order to save space. The upper row of images, from left to right in figure 3, displays the components of the constructed images from the DT-CWT wavelet coefficients at levels 1,2,3 and 4 and from the scaling function coefficients at level 4. The lower row of images shows the equivalent components when the fully decimated DWT is used instead. In the lower row, we can see substantial aliasing artifacts, i.e. manifested as irregular edges and stripes that are almost mixed to the edge of the lip. In contrast, DT-CWT images at the upper row have virtually no artifacts. The smooth and continuous images demonstrate good shift invariance because all parts of the lip edge are treated equivalently.
There is no shift dependence. 2-D DT-CWT is used when extracting the lip shape feature in this paper. 2-D DT_CWT is achieved by separable filtering along columns and then rows, which keeps good shift invariance of 1-D DT-CWT.
When extracting the lip feature, we first use four levels of 2-D DT-CWT to extract the features of ROI. These features would contain six directions in each level. In other words, 4 levels 2-D DT-CWT would generate four scales, and each scale would produce six directional sub-bands. Therefore the feature vector generated by DT-CWT would includes 24 sub-band matrixes. For each sub-band matrix, it can be transformed to a real matrix by computing amplitude values of plural. The final column vector can be formed by all the column vectors of the real matrix, and is expressed as 
So the lip feature vector produced by DT-CWT is:
  
As can be seen from Formula (2), X includes all the coefficients generated by 24 sub-bands. Its dimension is very high and needs a lot of time to compute. Therefore, DCT is used to extract coefficients from X after DT-CWT. Its coefficients contain the key information of lip. Then ZigZag is chosen to select the larger DCT coefficients to construct the final feature vector Y. This not only makes the final feature vector contain the maximum lip information, but also reduces the dimensions of feature vector. Here, Y is benefit for lip shape recognition in terms of maximum lip information and Low dimension.
Lip shape recognition
There are three steps in a lip shape recognition system: lip detection, lip shape feature extraction and lip shape recognition. After images are acquired, they are processed by gray processing and histogram equalization, which can effectively decrease the influence of illumination. Then the lip is detected in real-time, which is a very important step. Its detection speed and accuracy can directly affect the result of lip shape recognition. Yang, Gui and Hu (2010) localise the face region at an YCrCb colour space and determine the location of lip according to the geometrical relationships of facial components. this method detect fast, but has a very low accuracy. So adaboost algorithm is used iteratively to detect the lip in real-time in this paper. It was proposed by Viola and Jones (2004) and widely used in face detection research (Wu et al, 2004) .
In each iteration, misclassification features would be chosen to train week classifiers, and week classifiers are constantly jointed into a strong classifier. In order to improve the detection speed, we usually use a cascade structure to filter out the non-lips that are easy to detect wrong (Jia et al, 2007) . This method performs well even in the illumination variance condition and a complex environment. Before detecting the lip in real-time, we should collect lip images and non-lip images as much as possible to train a lip classifier through adaboost. The lip classifier is invoked constantly when detecting the lip.
Once the lip is detected by adaboost, it is set up as ROI. Then, the hybrid DT-CWT and DCT based methods are used to extract lip feature. The details are described in Section 3.2. The last step is to recognize the lip shape. Lip shape recognition is a classification problem. Among the classification methods, SVM shows great advantage in small samples, nonlinear and recognition in high dimensions. It also can be extended to other problems of machine learning, such as function fitting and so on (Kanlar, Sharma and Harsha, 2012; Yan and Li, 2011) .
The system of lip shape recognition is based on database, in which the number of training sample is small, and the dimensions of feature vector extracted by hybrid DT-CWT and DCT are pretty high. Therefore, SVM is used here to recognize the lip shape. In an initial period, SVM can only separate two classes, After the efforts by many researchers, SVM can be now used to solve multi-class classification problems. A general method is first training a number of two-class classifiers, and then combine them to realize multi-class classification.
There are main 3 multi-class classification algorithms, namely 'one against rest', 'one against one' and 'Directed Acyclic Graph Support Vector Machine (DAGSVM)' (Hsu, and Lin, 2002) . The most widely used is one against one. To m categories, this method constructs ( 1) 2 mm classifiers where each one is trained on data from two classes. During the classification, each sample will input to each classifier. If the sample belongs to one category, this category will get one score. At last the category which get the most score is the category that the sample belongs to. This method is very fast when training ,and can achieve high recognition rate. Therefore, it is used and shown in Figure 4 . 
Experiments results

Lip feature extraction method based on hybrid DT-CWT and DCT
To test the effectiveness of our approach, DCT, DCT+PCA, DT-CWT+DCT are respectively used to extract lip features. Five subjects participated in the experiment, and 100 lip images are acquired from each subject. The positions of lips in ROI are all different for these 500 images, of which 50 images are shown in Figure 5 . After that, we respectively use above approaches to extract lip features, and SVM is used to recognize the lip shape. Figure  6 is the recognition results comparison when using different ways of extracting lip features. From Figure 6 , we can see that the recognition accuracy is low when using DCT and DCT+PCA to extract the lip features, i.e. 88% for DCT and 92% for DCT+PCA. However, our approach DT-CWT+DCT has the high recognition rate, i.e. 95%, which is higher than the other two. The experiment results above indicate that the approach proposed in this paper can conquer the influence of the position excursion of lips in ROI, and the introduction of DT-CWT plays an important role. The experimental results also show that the proposed method can greatly improve the recognition rate of lip shape
Test the robustness of HMI based on lip shape recognition
In order to test whether the feature extraction method proposed in this paper can enhance the robustness of lip motion based HMI, we use two different lip shape recognition systems to control an intelligent wheelchair. Adaboost and SVM are used to detect lip motion, recognize the lip shape in both systems. One is hybrid DT-CWT and DCT based system, namely System A, and the other is DCT based system, namely System B. In Figure 7 , we design five different lip shapes to control the movements of the intelligent wheelchair: i) open the mouth  forward, ii) close the mouth  stop, iii) crooked left  turn-left, iv) crooked right  turn-right, v) open the mouth and tooth occlusion  back. The five subjects in Section 5.1 are invited to do twenty repetitive experiments in same area, and the run-time that every subject spent in each experiment is recorded. For each subject, the system B is deployed in first 10 experiments, and the remaining 10 experiments utilize System A. The experiment field can be seen in Figure 8 , with a size of 8000 4000  mm. There are two obstacles in the field, with a size of 800 500  mm. In experiments, a designed route for the intelligent wheelchair is from "start" to "end", driving path likes the letter '8', and avoid the obstacles twice in the period. Figure 9 shows the time consumption of two systems for 5 subjects. Figure10 presents scenes obtained when Subject 1 drives the intelligent wheelchair. Figure 11 is the moving trajectories of the intelligent wheelchair when Subject 1 uses System A and System B respectively. In order to see more clearly, the only first five moving trajectories are presented in Figure 11 . We set the speed of the intelligent wheelchair is (50,50) for forward, (-50,-50) for back, (30,90) for turn-left, and (90, 30) for turn-right. It should be noticed that the unit is cm/s here.
As can be seen in Figure 9 , it is clear that the time spent by the system based on hybrid DT-CWT and DCT is much shorter than the system based on DCT for all five subjects. Each experiment saves about 35 seconds for each subject. As can be seen in Figure 10 , the lip shape recognition based HMI can control the intelligent wheelchair well even in a narrow space and complex environment. It is a very harmonious HMI, and can control the intelligent wheelchair finish the task very well. As can be seen in Figure 11 , the moving trajectories for the hybrid DT-CWT and DCT based systems are much smoother than the DCT based system. It is much better and more convenience to control the intelligent wheelchair for System B, which can control the intelligent wheelchair in an optimized route. So we can draw an conclusion that the approach proposed in this paper can greatly enhance the robustness of the lip shape recognition based HMI, which is able to control the wheelchair harmoniously and make sure the safety of wheelchair users. 
Conclusion and Future Work
A new lip shape feature extraction method based on hybrid DT-CWT and DCT is proposed in this paper to help dumb and deaf people communicating with machines. The experimental results show that this method can greatly improve the accuracy of lip shape recognition, and enhance the robustness of HMI based on lip shape recognition.
Our future research work will be focused on the improvement of recognition algorithms to make the lip motion based HMI work better. SVM was performing well when the training set of data is small in this research. However, when the samples are increased, the recognition speed will greatly affect its performance. To solve this problem, our future work will focus on the deployment of Hidden Markov Model (HMM).
